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COMPACT TABLE SAW  /  CTS™

JOBSITE SAW PRO  /  JSS™

CTS™

SAFETY UNLEASHED.
The freedom to work safely and accurately 
on any site makes the Compact Table Saw a 
must-have for any professional.

Quick Tilt
Quickly and easily tilt the blade to 
your ideal angle. Further fine tune 
with the micro-tilt adjust feature.

Rack & Pinion Fence
Easy to adjust or remove and 
always square, the rack & pinion 
fence has built-in high and low 
shelf to support all types of cuts.

Accessory Storage
Everything in its place: Stow away 
tools and accessories in one 
location for easy retrieval.

Portable Durability
Heavy-duty construction, that's 
built to last, provides the stability 
you need for smooth cuts on the 
job site. The compact size, carry 
handle and on-board storage 
mean you have everything you 
need at hand. 

PROS NEVER STOP.
The SawStop Jobsite Saw Pro unites SawStop 
safety and pioneering innovation with compact 
portability.

Accessory Storage
Find the Active Dust Collection 
Guard, riving knife, miter gauge 
and more, all protected and ready 
for quick use in the onboard 
storage drawer.

T-Style  
High/Low Fence
The Jobsite Saw T-Style Fence 
slides smooth and locks firm with 
one touch. Extend the On-Demand 
shelf for extra support, and use the 
low fence for safer cutting of low-
profile pieces.

Easy Mobility
Simple, intuitive foot pedal extends 
the mobile cart for use and 
collapses the cart for transport. 
Large 8" multi-terrain wheels are 
ideal for the variable surfaces of a 
job site.

Active Dust  
Collection Guard
The included Active Dust Collection 
Guard captures above table dust 
particles and the attached splitter 
and anti-kickback pawls also help 
to protect against kickback.

Motor - 120 VAC 60 Hz, Universal
Max. Depth of Cut, Blade at 0⁰ - 3-1/8”
Max. Depth of Cut, Blade at 45⁰ - 2-1/8”
Max. Rip Capacity - 24-1/2”
Table Dimensions - 23” W x 22-5/8” D

PRODUCT SPECS

Amperage - 15A
No Load RPM - 4,000
Blade - 10” (not compatible with  
             Dado blades)
Weight - 68 lbs.

Motor - 1.5 HP, 120 VAC 60 Hz, Universal
Max. Depth of Cut, Blade at 0⁰ - 3-1/8”
Max. Depth of Cut, Blade at 45⁰ - 2-1/8”
Max. Rip Capacity - 25-1/2”
Table Dimensions - 31-1/4” W x 24-5/8” D

PRODUCT SPECS

Amperage - 15A
No Load RPM - 4,000
Blade - 10” Standard, (8” Dado 
              compatible)
Weight (with cart) - 113 lbs.

CTS-120A60

JSS-120A60



BRAKE CARTRIDGES

Standard Brake Cartridge / TSBC-10R3
The Standard Brake Cartridge stops the spinning blade on contact with skin reducing the 
chances of a catastrophic injury.

Dado Brake Cartridge / TSDC-8R3*
The Dado Brake Cartridge stops the spinning Dado blade on contact with skin reducing the 
chances of a catastrophic injury.

FOLDING STAND

Folding Stand for CTS / CTS-FS
(Shown both open and collapsed)
Supports CTS saws to provide an ergonomic workstation at any job site while collapsing for 
easy transport

INSERTS

Standard Zero Clearance Insert for JSS / TSI-SJB
Zero clearance for accurate cuts and reduced tearout when using 10” blades

Dado Zero Clearance Insert for JSS / TSI-DJB
Zero clearance for accurate cuts and reduced tearout with 8” dado blades

Standard Zero Clearance Insert for CTS / CTS-TSI
Zero clearance for accurate cuts and reduced tearout when using 10” blades

CARBIDE-TIPPED BLADES

10" 24-Tooth Blade / BTS-R-24ATB
General purpose, 24-tooth blade ideally suited for cutting and ripping softwoods and hardwoods.

10" 40-Tooth Blade / CNS-07-148
A high-quality, carbide-tipped, 40-tooth every day blade for both rips and cross cuts on a  
variety of woods.

10" 60-Tooth Blade / CB104 184
A high-quality, carbide-tipped, 60-tooth blade for precision cross cuts on softwoods and 
hardwoods.

TITANIUM SERIES BLADES

10" 40-Tooth Blade / BTS-R-40ATB
A premium, precision balanced, fully tensioned and heat treated multi-purpose 40-tooth blade 
for both rips and cross cuts on a variety of softwoods and hardwoods

10" 80-Tooth Blade / BTS-P-80HATB
A premium, precision balanced, fully tensioned and heat treated 80-tooth blade for cutting 
plywood and solid surfaces like melamine and MDF

DADO BLADE SET

8" Dado Set / BTS-DS8-2402*
Precision flat-ground chippers for dead flat dado bottoms—includes 6 shims for precise dado 
width adjustments.

Includes (2) 24-tooth blades, (5) 4-tooth chippers, and (6) shims

ACCESSORIES AND BLADESCTS™

* Indicates product is not compatible with the Compact Table Saw



A table saw accident happens once every 
nine minutes in North America. SawStop’s 
revolutionary safety system reduces what 
could be a potentially life-changing injury 
into a scratch by stopping the spinning 
blade on contact with skin.

HOW IT WORKS

SAWSTOP SAFETY

DETECT
• The blade carries a small electrical signal.
• When skin contacts the blade, the signal changes because the human 
  body is conductive.
• The change to the signal activates the safety system.

STOP
• An aluminum brake springs into the path of the blade.
• The blade comes to a complete stop and  power to the motor is shut off.

DROP
• After the blade comes to a stop, the blade’s angular momentum drives it 
  beneath the table, removing the risk of subsequent contact.
• All of this happens in less than 5 milliseconds.

RESET
• Resetting the saw yourself is easy. Simply inspect the blade (and change if 
  damaged) and replace the brake cartridge, and your saw is operational.
• The entire process takes 90 seconds and you’re back to work.

See the safety 
system in action:


